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HOLIDAY
For what it’s worth,
the Bang with a capital Big
maybe magically holy-mackerel-ed! everything
into doing and having
13.77 billion years ago…
today. So
call in sick. Lie
in the grass
with your best friend
until you and she
stare up at the early
evening’s Moon, dreaming
aloud about standing there, the only decent place
to see the world
for what it is. There is nothing
more important
today than today, and today
remember: There is no
real beginning, no real end, only
you’ve come to adore
about the mating and marriage rituals of titi monkeys
that you experience, generally happy, happening live
on and on and dot, dot, dot…
until (it’s so easy: it just
happens) you just
breathe yourself
to your hereafter.
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THE VIRGINIA NORMAL

POEM BECAUSE I FORGOT MY EMAIL PASSWORD
My psychic predicted I’d write this poem.
eventually something they say almost happens.
I don’t go in looking for gambling tips,
but for ways to start up a conversation
I’ll forget to remember important matters:
pick up bread; don’t eat bread
due to trendy gluten sensitivity; die
laughing when I try suicide by spaghetti.
And they knew enough to warn me
I’d lose my email password; fail to recall
the answers to my life’s basic history questions
to reset the digital thing; and generally
sigh around the house a lot. But
I’m back in. I’m catching up on
what we’ll philanthropically call “thoughts”
kith and kin (whom I eschew) forwarded from
Rush Limbaugh. I’m still manually deleting
spam making big promises about the prospects
of my American back pain, weight gain, prick width.
I’ll stick to my psychic, thank you very much.
At least they’re striving to make money pacifying
people by telling folks what they already hear.
At least they remember the future
only has a chance to matter a morsel
if one person believes in it besides them.
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